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VCC cuts lead times in half for its most popular indicator series; inventory now available 
from stock to 8 weeks... 
 

VCC Reduces Lead Times, Lowers Minimum Order Quantities 
 
POWAY, CA (September 17, 2015) - VCC, the global leader in indication and specialty 
illumination solutions, has recently enhanced its procurement and manufacturing practices to 
drop lead times in half for its most important panel mount indicator products. Previously, the 
LED, incandescent and neon indicators were available with leads times ranging up to 16 weeks. 
Now, customers can receive VCC’s higher volume indicator products in eight weeks or less.  
 
To better support its distribution network and OEM customers, VCC has also decreased its 
minimum order quantities to 100 on many of its panel mount indicator products. Lower minimum 
order quantities combined with reduced lead times enable customers to lower onsite inventory. 
With an on-time delivery rate of more than 99%, it is easier than ever to do business with VCC.  
 
"Lead times have a significant affect on the success of our customers’ projects. VCC has 
listened to the needs of our customers, and by efficiently streamlining our supply chain, we have 
lowered lead times and minimum order quantities to help customers get to market faster with 
higher quality end-products," said Sannah Vinding, Director of Product Development and 
Marketing at VCC. "We have already reduced the lead times of nearly 20% A-item product 
panel mount indicator products, and lowered the minimum order quantities for more than 30% of 
our most popular indicator products." 
 
VCC is also in the process of lowering lead times for circuit board indicators, light pipes, panel 
lenses, clips, lamps, LEDs and LED mounting hardware. 
 
To check VCC’s vast inventory of indicator products, visit http://vcclite.com  
 
About VCC 
Based in Poway, California, Visual Communications Company, LLC, is the leader in Illuminated 
Components .VCC is the recognized leader in the development and manufacturing of innovative 
LED, incandescent, neon and specialty indicator light solutions and light pipes for global 
markets including aerospace, food service, people movers, transportation, medical, telecom and 
industrial. VCC provides custom and standard solutions with their design engineering expertise, 
superior customer service and broadest product line in the industry to exceed user experience. 
With 40+ years of experience, VCC and its distributors serve customers all over the world. VCC 
is changing the way of communication visually and indications needs. Learn more at 
www.vcclite.com. 
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